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1. Geoplex GmbH - innovation, competence, service
The Geoplex GmbH is an innovative service company at the interface between renewable energies and
geodata. Since the business foundation in September 2009, Geoplex successfully developed a wide
range of services in the fields of photovoltaic, consulting and GIS services. At the moment we have 14
employees at two offices (Osnabrück and Halle/Westf.).

We set the stage for your data
The derivation of interactive Solar Energy Registers out of Airborne Laserscan data (Lidar) is one of our
core products in the field of the Planning Systems. The Geoplex Solar Energy Register enables the internet based display of the photovoltaic potentials on the roof tops of greater areas (such as cities or
communities). As a result the present data structure allows the user to perform local and large scaled
queries. In this way you can identify the solar energy potentials of the reference area effective and target-oriented. Furthermore the Solar Energy Register is a driving force to a climate friendly, more intensive use of photovoltaic.

OUR AWARDS
For our innovations Geoplex has been awarded several times:
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2. Base data: Airborne Laserscanning
For the derivation of Solar Energy Registers a digital elevation model (DEM) is needed. The DEM contains elevation and location for each measuring point (x-, y-, z-coordinates). Due to the high accuracy
Airborne Laserscan data is the optimal base data for a Solar Energy Register. If there is no Laserscan
data in your region it is also possible to work with high resolution aerial pictures (ground resolution:
minimum 20 cm).
Measurement technology Laserscanning
Basically the functionality of an Airborne
Laserscanner is comparable to a depth
sounder. The distance measurement is in
this case based on the measurement of the
lapse of time that lies between the emission of the laser impulse and the reflection
of the returning laser impulse. The measuring instrument is mounted vertically under
the carrier plane and emits a pulsed or continuous laser impulse. This impulse needs
in a flying altitude of for example 1.000 m
6,671 microseconds for the whole measuring length (see figure on the right).
Certainly just the distance between the
earth surface and the Laserscanner is
measured hereby. Consequently the exact
position of the carrier plane (that is its location in a three dimensional reference system) has to be
known, too. This position-fixing is working with a differential Global Positioning System (dGPS) (see figure above). Because the carrier plane continues flying during the measurement and furthermore does
not move vertically above the ground these deviations through movement and flight attitude of the
carrier plane must be considered. To do so a Laser Inertial Navigation System (LINS) is on board of the
carrier plane and measures the three flight parameters pitch around the pitch axis, pitch around the
roll axis and rotation around the yaw axis (see figure above). Through the now given information regarding the exact position of the carrier plane in the air and the distance between carrier plane and a
surface point the digital elevation model can be computed.
Result of the measurement
The method of Airborne Laserscanning delivers a 3D elevation model that contains a certain amount of
measured points (1-15 points per m²). Each measured point just holds information about its position
and elevation (x-, y-, z-coordinates). Beyond that the point cloud is not further classified. Consequently
it is not known if a measured point is situated for example on a tree or on a roof. In order to get this information Geoplex developed a building detection that is described in the following.
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3. The Geoplex Building-Detection
In order to detect all roof sides in the reference area
Geoplex has developed an own recognition program.
Based on the Laserscan Data the fully automated technology detects more than 95 % of all buildings – from a
garage up to an industrial complex. Within the process
the program does not require additional information
such as floor plans or aerial pictures. This is an advantage in order to avoid problems with incompatible
data or data that is not on hand parallel.

Step 1

In four steps from a measured point to a polygon
Step 1: The Digital Elevation Model is loaded into the
Geoplex Framework (see figure on the right, Step 1).
Step 2: The Laserscan points are classified into buildings, ground and vegetation. (see figure on the right,
Step 2).
Step 3: The unimportant vegetation and ground points
are deleted. Consequently the program separates the
detected roofs into their single roof sides (see figure
on the right, Step 3).

Step 2

Step 4: The detected roof sides are converted from the
point format into an aerial format (polygon-shape).
These roofs sides are now ready for the calculation of
the solar potential (see figure on the right, Step 4).
Advantages of the building detection
 Change detection: By having building data that has
been detected consistent and actual it is possible
to detect changes in the reference area (for example compared to the state owned floor plans).

Step 3

 Real roof shapes: The Geoplex building detection
does not use standardized roofs. Consequently you
get a realistic picture of the present structures in
the reference area.
 High-precision Solar Energy Register: Clear rise in
the result quality compared to a global classification of floor plans.

Step 4
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4. Calculation of the solar potential
Based on the detected roof sides the calculation of the solar potential can follow. Due to the economic
electricity production with photovoltaic four main site-realted factors (exposition, pitch, size and
shading) have to be computed. Consequently these four factors are accorded to a category that shows
the solar potential of every roof side.

Exposition
The optimal exposition of a roof side is identical worldwide. An
exposition southwards assures the highest electricity earnings.
Every fundamental variation west- or eastwards means a loss of
energy earnings. Consequently every variation from the south
direction limits the suitability of a roof side.

Pitch
In Germany the optimal pitch for producing energy with photovoltaic fluctuates around 30 degrees. In general the optimal
pitch is a bit steeper in northern regions than in the south. To
accommodate that the geographical position of the reference
area is considered while categorizing the pitch results.

Size
The economical reasonable size for the production of solar energy is dependent on several factors (energy earnings, costs,
state aid or other financial support). Experienced data shows
that the energy earnings for roof sides under 20 m² are too
small to legitimate the costs. Thus such areas are set to „not
sufficient“.

Shading
Shading effects lower the energy earning of a photovoltaic system substantial. Therefore Geoplex computes an own shading
layer for each Solar Energy Register. This layer shows the shading in the reference area during the year. This result enables
the user to figure out where shading effects are grave and how
to avoid these areas during the installation.
er Photovoltaikanlage zu meiden.
ellt.all main site-realted factors have been computed the detected roofs are categorized due to their
After
potential for the installation of photovoltaic systems (categories: very suitable to not suitable). Furthermore the internet based visualization and query of the results by an adequate WebGIS has to be
implemented.
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5. Solar potential going online
As result of the solar potential calculation you receive two layers:
Layer 1: Suitability
The suitability layer shows the final categorized result. Beside the suitability category and the four main
site-realted factors (exposition, pitch, size and shading) the information installable capacity, achievable
energy earnings per year and the CO2-saving potential per year is questionable. On top of this you get
the possibility to perform a not binding economic efficiency calculation with an own calculator.
Layer 2: Shading
The shading layer shows the shading effects in the reference area over the year. In the calculation all
objects are considered that have been detected during the Laserscan measurement. This result enables the user to figure out where shading effects are grave and how to avoid these areas during the installation.

In order to visualize the result in the internet Geoplex developed SolarWEB (see figure above). With
SolarWEB it is possible to perform interactive queries for all roof sides regarding their solar potential.
On top of this we integrated a Solar Calculator that enables you to perform not binding economic efficiency calculations. The portal owns a simple and intuitively usable user surface that meets the needs
of unexperienced users.
The WebGIS has been designed flexible. Consequently it is possible to customize SolarWEB optically
and regarding the contents in order to please the wishes of our customers. Furthermore it is possible
to enhance SolarWEB with additional contents at any time.
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